WHAT’S NEW IN VERSION 16
NEW FEATURES AVAILABLE IN VERSION 16

NEW EXPLORER

The Explorer has been re-imagined to be more user friendly and help traders identify the information they need more quickly.

• Instantly know the number of results and rejects while being able to see the Name of your scan, run time, and if they are using a filter, interval, and periods displayed in one screen.
• Click “View Details” to quickly view the exploration overview and details.
• Double click on any row in the exploration report and it will open your chart.
• Leave the exploration report open and work with the charts at the same time.
• View all explorations reports in one window rather than going through each one individually.

FAVORITES

Add any exploration or system test to your favorites. The favorites list is displayed at the top of the Explorations or Systems Tests making it easy for you to quickly access their preferred work flows.

MOST RECENTLY USED INDICATORS

The indicator quick list will now display the 20 number of most recently used indicators. Since people tend to use a select few indicators they will now automatically display at to the top of their indicator quicklist making them easier than ever to use and find.

SORT BY NAME OR SYMBOL

Rank symbols in the Power Console by Name or Symbol. This makes finding the right symbol quicker and easier.

DOUBLE CLICK TO OPEN CHARTS

Simply double click on symbols in the instrument list to open the Chart. You no longer need to click the symbol and then choose open chart.

EDITING LOCAL DATA

Edit local data (CSV) directly from a chart in MetaStock by right clicking on the price and choosing to edit data.

CANDLE PATTERN SCANS

There are 5 new explorations based on CandleStick Patterns:
1. CandleStick Bearish Patterns - 6 Patterns
2. CandleStick Bullish Patterns - 6 Patterns
3. CandleStick Continuation Patterns - 3 Patterns
4. CandleStick Doji Patterns - 8 Patterns
5. CandleStick Reversal Patterns - 12 Patterns

ADAPTIVE CYCLE TOOLKIT

The Adaptive Cycle Toolkit is two completely new sets of indicators and trading tools that harness the power of digital signal processing research of John Ehlers.

You now have a powerful new set of techniques that analyze the market in a fundamentally different way to create smooth AND
responsive indicators, engineered to reduce whipsaws and catch trades earlier.

- Over 50 new cutting-edge DLL Functions
- Over 50 new MetaStock Indicators
- 6 New MetaStock Expert Advisors and Trading Systems
- 6 System Test
- 9 Templates

NEW SECTOR STAT SYSTEMS

Building on the success of the Sector Stat systems included in MetaStock 15, users will now have two new systems – Oil and Metal

- 2 New Systems (Oil and Metal)
- 2 New Expert Advisors
- 2 New Templates
- 12 New Indicators

DAVE LANDRY SYSTEMS

7 New Explorations
- Dave Landry - Bowtie Setups
- Dave Landry - Daylight Pullback Set ups
- Dave Landry - First Kiss After Daylight
- Dave Landry - Generic Pullback
- Dave Landry - Kiss MA Goodbye Setups
- Dave Landry - Pre Filter
- Dave Landry - Trend Knockout

6 Expert Advisors
- Dave Landry - Bowtie Setups
- Dave Landry - Daylight Pullback Set ups
- Dave Landry - First Kiss After Daylight
- Dave Landry - Generic Pullback
- Dave Landry - Kiss MA Goodbye Setups
- Dave Landry - Trend Knockout

6 Templates
- Dave Landry - Bowtie Setups
- Dave Landry - Daylight Pullback Set ups
- Dave Landry - First Kiss After Daylight
- Dave Landry - Generic Pullback
- Dave Landry - Kiss MA Goodbye Setups
- Dave Landry - Trend Knockout

DYNAMIC TRADING TOOLS TEMPLATE

The Dynamic Trading Tools Template takes the popular Dynamic Trading Tools indicators already included in MetaStock and puts them into an easy to use Template. This template will automatically draw support and resistance lines along with trend-lines.